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                    Resume Writing Services India                

                
                    Professional Resume Writers & Resume Designers                

            

        

        
            
                
                    Lets cut the crap and talk business is our belief. When you need to have the most important document of your career created, you would like to deal with none other than the best resume writing service in India. We address your current need with a wholistic approach, that gives the reader a complete analysis of your career expanse. We do not believe in beating around the bush, with redundant data, that adds no value to the reader. While we try our best to talk facts, we ensure we come straight to the point, by drawing a direction reflection to the strengths and weakness of your existing resume. We provide a collaborative approach, by presenting an honest feedback on what will work in your favor and what will work against.

We believe every client has a story to tell and storytelling today, has a massive impact on the readers mind. Now, when we say storytelling, we do not imply a long lengthy narrative. We like to keep it short, simple and succinct, with the needed ATS specific keywords, that ensures your CV passes the most ATS engines at a global spectrum. 

We ensure your resume / CV receives the needed efforts and we extend a genuine interest in partnering with you in your job search. This becomes very evident with the way we project the most needed keywords, eliminating what is not needed and enhancing what will add value to your career growth.  As consultants, we understand there are multiple players in the market who offer online resume writing services at an extremely competitive price. Then why us? We believe in human interaction. We believe it paves the way towards a profile that is perfectly crafted, which can impress the interview panel and the reader. Hiring the top resume writers and consultants have its advantages. 

Resume writers and certified resume consultants are different and the impact they create is very evident. We are resume consultants and we partner with you while drafting your content. Recognized as one among the leading resume designers and resume writing firms, we emerge with solutions to address your pain area when you enter the ever changing and competitive job market. Resume writing can be a daunting effort. Writing a professional CV that has all the needed keywords regardless of your seniority can be even more challenging and time taking and we understand that! 

As a potential client, your apprehension while reaching out to us, is well understood and might have when you approach us. We love to speak and take care in explaining the process, the way around and best approach that would show you tangible results. We as certified resume consultants, hold the needed expertise to render quality content that are compatible with global ATS engines and at the same time, present to the hiring managers what they may want to see on an applicants CV with a global perspective. We add value by providing a consultative approach and, that is precisely why reaching out for qualified writers would be the best option. 

Why waste your time in doing something, when it can be handled by professionals, directly saving your time and efforts, giving you ample time to focus on what you can do best, while our in-house team of professional resume writers can ensure the maximum returns on the investment you are going make! We ensure that your journey while partnering with us is as pleasurable to you, as it is to us!

Today, the perspective towards a resume has changed. Companies, today look for Resumes, CVs and Profiles, depending on the seniority that they are hiring for. You need a consultant to suggest and advise the right approach. The most common question? Would I have to fill out questionnaires? The answer is NO! If you could, you might as well write your own CV. No questionnaires to fill. Then, how do we gather the needed inputs? We talk! We discuss! We interact! Calls with writers and resume designers are scheduled prior to our drafting activity.  We do not take a call on what goes on to your CV / Resume without your approval and consent. Where we feel an element may work against you, we voice out our opinions.

As professional resume writers in India, we leverage our 14+ years of experience as a leading recruitment and executive search firm and over 2 decades of experience evaluating resumes. This exposure, has given us the edge to extend the most functional CV / Resume writing service. Our team of in-house writers and resume builders are trained to project your experience with an analytical point of view, where your expertise, career expanse and achievements are spoken about with minimal redundant data. 

We, as a professional resume writing agency know how to create a resume that can elevate your value for a prospective employer, by writing a professional resume to showcase the brand in you. The team that handles your assignment, as certified writers. Our internal panel of recruiters, help in analyzing the best key words that needs to be used to elevate your ATS ranking in the Global market. 

Our resume design services go way beyond simple and plain content development. We provide solutions. Not only for leaders, but also for professionals who are aspiring to move into other domains, regions and industries. For us, every client is unique, their experience special. We pride in being a part of your career growth.

Our certified resume writers services, come with deep understanding and knowledge of how a Profile, CV and Resume should be built, based on the region and industry you are applying for, taking into consideration that your CV can not look standardized and plain.

At CV writing India, our in-house pool of writers come with industry specific knowledge and know exactly where and what to emphasize on. Whether you are a fresher or someone with over 3 decades of experience, we believe you are all unique in your own way. Then why have resumes that look like someone else's? 

Profiles we craft, remain unique in terms of content and aesthetics. As professional resume writers, we understand that though we play a very small role in your career advancement it is a critical role and we ensure we provide the needed quality in content and service. 

CV Designer has emerged as one among the best resume writing services in India with branches in Chennai, Coimbatore, Bangalore, Hyderabad, Cochin, Trivandrum, Mumbai, Pune, Delhi, Noida and Kolkata. The CVs we draft are globally acceptable and we hold the needed expertise to surpass the ATS engines through our ATS Resume and recruiter desks across the MEMA (Gulf), SE Asia (Singapore, Malaysia and Hong Kong), Canada, USA, UK, European Union (Germany, France, Switzerland, Netherlands, Italy),  Australia and New Zealand markets. We also specialize in creating resumes such as Europass, CDR documents, Statement of Purpose ( SoPs ) and Letter of Reference ( LoRs) for Indian and Internantional universities.
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                    WHAT WE DO?

                    How would you like to partner with the best resume designers who have over 2 decades of commodious exposure in the field of executive search and recruitment, who can handle your executive cv writing with as much seriousness as what you would have in the upliftment of your career? We hire the best resume writers to write the most important document in your professional life... YOUR RESUME!!! CV Designer, the professional resume maker creates an avenue that ensures you receive more calls for face to face interviews and not just a call to gather your details. Are we vouching for it? Yes! We are! That is why we are providing our clients with a 100% satisfaction guarantee, else a complete refund upon delivery of the first draft. 
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                    OUR RESUME WRITING PROCESS                

                Our resume writers services ensure that the most elegant professional resume design is crafted to impress not just the hiring managers, but also remain as an ATS compliant document that would ensure a call for an interview. We have strategically split our team into 4 divisions. We believe prioritizing what needs to be done to elevate you as a prospective member of your dream companies team, can happen only when professional resume writers from various domains come together and understand the story of your career and peak into your goals and aspirations. CV Designer provides online resume writing services in India and cover letter services.
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                            1

                            CV Evaluators  Recruiters with over 10 years of industry specific exposure evaluate your CV to understand if it is ATS friendly and if all the needed keywords that recruiters understand and employers float are present in your existing CV

                        

                                                
                            2

                            Discussion Panel  Your CV is forwarded to the Content and Design team head who schedules a call for a discussion based on the inputs and to understand what you have in mind regarding the next employment you aspire for.

                        

                                                
                            3

                            CV Writers  The very same recruiter who had evaluated your existing CV will frame the needed industry specific keywords and pass them on to our skilled writers. Our resume writers then rewrite the resume/CV for you presenting a very succinct format of your experience without missing out on valuable information.

                        

                                                
                            4

                            CV Designers  Our talented resume designers get to work designing an exclusive template for you. No two CVs will have an identical cosmetic look and feel. Every CV is designed keeping in mind what is accepted globally or the specific country you are applying in.

                        

                                        

            

        

    





    
        
            
                
                    INTERVIEW WINNING RESUMES

                    using powerful content, optimized keywords and
                        stunning visuals.
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                 Check your ATS score

                
                    
                       
                        Enhance your job application success with our ATS Optimization Service! Many companies utilize Applicant Tracking System (ATS) Engines to sift through applications, and qualified candidates often miss out due to a lack of ATS-driven keywords on their resumes. Submit your CV and the job description you're targeting, and within 24 hours, receive a comprehensive ATS screening report. Stay ahead in the digital job market by understanding how well your application aligns with the role. Companies heavily rely on ATS engines, making it essential to seamlessly integrate your CV with job criteria to increase your chances. If you need assistance refining your application, our team is here to help.
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                THE DIFFERENCE

                                
                    	
	ATS Friendly Resume
	Online Resume Access
	Customized designs
	Direct interaction with writers
	Industry specific resume writers
	Search engine optimization
	Overnight delivery option
	Output format
	Editable format
	Free support
	Support channels
	Price range


                    	
                            	N.com
	No
	No
	No
	Yes
	No
	No
	No
	Pdf
	Text
	No
	Email
	$$$$$


                        
	
                            	M.com
	No
	No
	No
	No
	No
	No
	No
	Doc
	Text
	No
	Email
	$$$$


                        
	
                            	TJ.com
	No
	No
	No
	No
	No
	No
	No
	Pdf
	No
	No
	Email
	$$$


                        
	
                            	CVDesigner
	Yes
	Yes
	Yes
	Yes
	Yes
	Yes
	Yes
	Doc, Pdf, Ppt
	Text / Visuals
	12 months
	Phone / Email
	$$


                        


                

            

            
                
                    WHY ARE WE THE BEST?

                    	
                                Enhanced visibility

                            
	
                                Career graph that showcases your growth

                            
	
                                Meticulous quality checks

                            
	
                                Customized content that creates a brand

                            
	
                                Powerful industry specific keywords

                            
	
                                Filled with action words

                            
	
                                Content oriented yet visually appealing

                            
	
                                Elevates your profile as an achiever

                            
	
                                Focus on contributions at workplace

                            
	
                                Globally accepted formats

                            
	
                                Country specific cosmetic look

                            
	
                                QR Code embedded with online access

                            


                

            

        

    







    
        
            
                
                    RESUME WRITING | COVER LETTERS | LINKEDIN
                        PROFILE MAKEOVER

                    India's Top Professional Resume Writer
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                                Unconventional Resume Formats: Crafting a Lasting Impression
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                                Unraveling the Web of Deception: A Comprehensive Look at How Hiring Managers Expose Resume Fabrications and the Imperative of Factual Representation
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                                Navigating the Hiring Maze: Mastering the Art of Post-ATS Profile Rejections

                            
                        
     
                         
                    

                

            

        
    


        
        
        
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                BRANCHES & LOCATIONS

                                BRANCHES &
                                    LOCATIONS 
                               
                            

                            
                                
                                    	
                                                    
                                                        Chennai

                                                        Head Office

                                                    

                                                    
                                                        CV Designer - A DAYS Group Initiative
71, Rajaji Nagar Main Road, Madipakkam                                                        Chennai - 600091 | Tamilnadu | India 

                                                        Phone: +91 82486 56968 | +91 95512 73346 

                                                        Email: d@cvdesigner.in                                                    

                                                
	
                                                    
                                                        Bangalore

                                                        Branch Office

                                                    

                                                    
                                                        CV Designer - A DAYS Group Initiative
Divya Sree Towers, Bannerghatta Main Road
New Gurappana Palya, 1st Stage, BTM Layout 1                                                        Bangalore - 560029 | Karnataka | India 

                                                        Phone: +91 82486 56968 | +91 70106 30927 

                                                        Email: pb@cvdesigner.in                                                    

                                                
	
                                                    
                                                        Chennai

                                                        Branch Office

                                                    

                                                    
                                                        CV Designer - A DAYS Group Initiative 
29A/59A, Golden Rays Business Centre
Lake View Road, West Mambalam                                                        Chennai - 600033 | Tamilnadu | India 

                                                        Phone: +91 70106 30927 | +91 95512 73346 

                                                        Email: s@cvdesigner.in                                                    

                                                
	
                                                    
                                                        Noida

                                                        Branch Office

                                                    

                                                    
                                                        CV Designer - A DAYS Group Initiative
Sagar Residency, F8, 9th Block, 9th Floor  
50th Sector, Near Jain Mandir                                                        Noida - 201301 | UP | India 

                                                        Phone: +91 84484 48780 | +91 70106 30927 

                                                        Email: aj@cvdesigner.in                                                    

                                                
	
                                                    
                                                        Hyderabad

                                                        Branch Office

                                                    

                                                    
                                                        CV Designer - A DAYS Group Initiative
No. 1-11-251/11, RKP Mansion  
Behind Shoppers Stop, Begumpet                                                        Hyderabad - 500016 | Telangana | India 

                                                        Phone: +91 70106 30927 | +91 95512 73346 

                                                        Email: s@cvdesigner.in                                                    

                                                
	
                                                    
                                                        Trivandrum

                                                        Branch Office

                                                    

                                                    
                                                        CV Designer - A DAYS Group Initiative 
B-HUB - Mar Ivanios Vidyanagar 
Nalanchira, Paruthippara                                                        Trivandrum - 695015 | Kerala | India 

                                                        Phone: +91 84484 48780 | +91 70120 67127 

                                                        Email: d@cvdesigner.in                                                    
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                            Subscribe to our newsletter and stay updated
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